SAI NS NIS : Patiala

WORKSHOP ON “OLYMPIC EDUCATION & APPLIED OLYMPISM” AND “COACHING METHODOLOGIES & TRAINING IN FOOTBALL “

One day Workshop on “Olympic Education & Applied Olympism” was held on 12-02-2018 at SAI NS NIS, Patiala. The Workshop was organized by the faculty from University of Tsukuba, Japan in collaboration with SAI NS NIS, Patiala.

During the Workshop in Morning session, Prof. Evangelos Albanidis from Greece delivered a lecture on “Foundation and History of Ancient Olympic & Crown Games, Virtues, Context of the Ancient Hellenic Civilization.


Prof. Albanidis Evanggelos shared his views about the Ecumenical and Universal dimension of Ancient Olympic Games.

Prof. Alexis Lyras delivered his lecture on Application of the Olympic idea in the modern society, implications for coaches and Athletes, dual career community coaching.

Dr. S.S. Roy, Executive Director, SAI NS NIS, Patiala inaugurated the Workshop and welcomed the visiting delegates by presenting them flower bouquets and a Shawl each.

The second part of the programme was conducted by Prof. Guido Genler assisted by Aman Shah a research scholar in University of Tsukuba.

Mr. Guido conducted practical sessions and theory sessions on “Coaching Methodologies and Training in Football”.

The Workshop was attended by around 450 people which includes trainees of Diploma Course in Sports Coaching, trainees of Masters in Sports Coaching, Faculty Members from the applied coaching and faculty of Sports Sciences.